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hOUSE

OF THI.: UHl'ILD S'l'A'IES:

by virtue of the authority vested in me by Article lIs
Sections 2 and 3 of the Constitution, alld other provisions
of law~ I have today issued an Executive Order pertaining
to the orGanization and control of the United States
foreit,n intelligence con,r,.unity. r.r:11s orc.er establishes
clear lines of accountability for the nation's foreifn
intellibence a£encies. It sets forth strict guidelines
to control the activities of these a[encies and specifies
as well those activities in which they shall not en~abe.
In carrying out n~ Constitutional responsibilities to
and conduct forei~n policy and provide for the
Nation1s defense~ I believe it essential to have the best
possible intelliLence about the capabilities, intentions
and activities of g,overnn.ents and other entities and in-·
dividuals abroad. To this end, the forei~n intelligence
ag,encies of the United States playa vital role in colo.
lectint and analyzint information related to the national
defense and foreign policy.
mana~e

It is equally as i~portant that the ~ethods these
abencies en~loy to collect such inforffiation for the legitimate
needs of the govermj,ent conform to the standards set out in
the Constitution to preserve and respect the privacy and
civil liberties of American citizens.
~he Executive Or~er I have issued today will insure a
proper balancing of these interests. It establishes
government-wide direction for the foreign intelligence
a~encies and places responsibility and accountability on
individuals~ not institutions.

I believe it will eliminate abuses and questionable
activities on the part of the foreign intellisence agencies
while at the same time permitting them to fet on with their
vital work of batherin[ and assessing information. It is
also n~ hope that these steps will help to restore public
confidence in these agencies and encourace our citizens to
appreciate the valuable contribution they make to our
national security.
Deyon6 the steps I have taken in the Executive Order,
I also believe there is a clear need for some specific
legislative actions. I an; today submitting to the
Conbress of the United States proposals which will [0
far toward enhancinl the protection of true intelligence
secrets as well as relularizing procedures for intelligence
collection in the united States.
l·iy first proposal deals Vii th the protection of
intelliGence sources and n:ethods. 'Ihe Director of Central
Intellitence is charted) under the National Security Act
of 1947~ as a~ended. with protecting intelligence sources
and. methods. r':'~1e Act s hmrever) [i ves the Direc tor no
authorities commensurate with this responsibility.
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Therefore, I am proposing legislation to impose
criminal and civil sanctions on those who are authorized
access to intelligence secrets and who willfully and
wrongfully reveal this information. This legislation
is not an ItOfficial Secrets Act", since it would affect
only those who improperly disclose secrets, not those to
whom secrets are disclosed. Moreover, this legislation
could not be used to cover up abuses and improprieties.
It would in no way prevent people from reporting ques
tionable activities to appropriate authorities in the
Executive and Legislative Branches of the government.
It is essential, however, that the irresponsible and
dangerous exposure of our Nation's intelligence secrets
be stopped. ~he American people have long accepted the
principles of confidentiality and secrecy in ~any dealings
such as with doctors) lawyers and the clergy. It makes
absolutely no sense to deny this same protection to our
intelligence secrets. Openness is a hallmark of our
democratic society~ but the American people have never
believed that it was necessary to reveal the secret war
plans of the Department of Defense, and I do not think
they wish to have true intelligence secrets revealed
either.
I urge the adoption of this legislation with all
possible speed.
Second~ I support proposals that would clarify
and set statutory limits, where necessary, on the activi
ties of the foreign intelligence agencies. In particular,
I will support legislation making it a crime to assassinate
or attempt or conspire to assassinate a foreign official
in peacetime. Since it defines a crime, legislation is
necessary.

Third, I will meet with the appropriate leaders of
Congress to try to develop sound legislation to deal with
a critical problem involving personal privacy -- electronic
surveillance. Working with Congressional leaders and the
Justice Department and other Executive agencies, we will
seek to develop a procedure for undertaking electronic
surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes. It should
create a special procedure for seeking a judicial warrant
authorizing the use of electronic surveillance in the
United States for foreign intelligence purposes.
I will also seek Congressional support for sound
legislation to expand judicial supervision of mail
openings. The law now permits the opening of United States
mail. under proper judicial safeguards, in the conduct of
criminal investigations. We need authority to open mail
under the limitations and safeguards that now apply in
order to obtain vitally needed foreign intelligence
information.
This would require a showing that there is probable
cause to believe that the sender or recipient is an agent
of a foreign power who is engaged in spying, sabotage or
terrorism. As is now the case in criffiinal investigations,
those seeking authority to examine mail for foreign intel
ligence purposes will have to convince a federal judge of
the necessity to do so and accept the limitations upon
their authorization to examine the mail provided in the
order of the court.
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Fourth, I would like to share my views regarding
appropriate Congressional oversight of the foreign intel
ligence agencies. It is clearly the business of the
Congress to organize itself to deal with these matters.
Certain principles) however, should be recognized by both
the Executive and Legislative Branches if this oversight
is to be effective. I believe good Congressional over
sight is essential so that the Congress and the American
people whom you represent can be assured that the foreign
intelligence agencies are adhering to the law in all of
their activities.
Congress should seek to centralize the responsibility
for oversight of the foreign intelligence community. The
more committees and subcommittees dealing with highly
sensitive secrets, the greater the risks of disclosure. I
recommend that Congress establish a Joint Foreign Intelligence
Oversight Committee. Consolidating Congressional oversight
in one committee will facilitate the efforts of the
Administration to keep the Congress fully informed of
foreign intelligence activities.
It is essential that both
establish firm rules to insure
secrets will not be improperly
established a clear process to
and effective measures to deal

the House and the Senate
that foreign intelligence
disclosed. There must be
safeguard these secrets
with unauthorized disclosures.

Any foreign intelligence information transmitted by
the Executive Branch to the Oversight Committee, under an
injunction of secrecy) should not be unilaterally disclosed
without my agreement. Respect for the integrity of the
Constitution requires adherence to the principle that no
individual member, nor committee, nor single House of
Congress can overrule an act of the Executive. Unilateral
publication of classified information over the objection
of the President, by one committee or one House of Congress,
not only violates the doctrine of separation of powers, but
also effectively overrules the actions of the other House
of Congress, and perhaps even the majority of both Houses.
Finally, successful and effective Congressional over
sight of the foreign intelligence agencies depends on mutual
trust between the Congress and Executive. Each branch must
recognize and respect the rights and prerogatives of the
other if anything is to be achieved.
In this context, a Congressional requirement to keep
the Oversight Commit tee Ii fully" informed is more desirable
and workable as a practical matter than formal requirements
for notification of specific activities to a large number
of committees. Specifically, Section 662 of the Foreign
Assistance Act, which has resulted in over six separate
committee briefings, should be modified as recommended by
the Commission on the Organization of the Government for
the Conduct of Foreign Policy, and reporting should be
limited to the new Oversight Committee.
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Both the Congress and the Executive Branch recognize
the importance to this Nation of a strong intelligence
service. I believe it urgent that we take the steps I
have outlined above to insure that America not only has
the best foreign intelligence service in the world, but
also the most unique -- one which operates in a manner fully
consistent with the Constitutional rights of our citizens.
GERALD R. FORD
•

THE WHITE HOUSE,
February 18, 1976.
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